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ABSTRACT
Obstacles in Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) in ur-
ban scenarios are an important issue. Normally, in traffic
simulators, vehicles can send/recieve packets between each
other if they are found in the same transmission range no
matter if an obstacle is presented or not between them. For
this reason, checking if there is an obstacle between sender
and receiver is an important goal. In this paper, we present
a program named REVsim1.0 (Realistic Environment for
Vanets simulation) [1] capable to detect at each instant of
time if between a sender and a receiver a communication can
be established or conversely, if an obstacle is found and such
a communication is not possible. Parameters such as α, β,
road resolution and transmission range have been defined
and used in our proposed algorithm. Finally, a validation of
our algorithm is shown.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design - Wireless Communication

General Terms
Design and modelling of obstacles in cities, wireless ad hoc
networks

Keywords
Realistic simulation, mobility model generators, VANETs

1. INTRODUCTION
A vehicular ad hoc network [2, 3, 4] is an infrastructure-

less network where nodes are vehicles. VANETs are wireless
networks that emerged thanks to advances in wireless tech-
nologies and in the automotive industry. Vehicular networks
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Figure 1: Example of the obstacles model.

are formed by moving vehicles equipped with wireless inter-
faces, as shown in Fig. 2. These networks are considered as
one of the most promising ad-hoc network for real life ap-
plications, enabling communications among nearby vehicles
as well as between vehicles and fixed equipment also called
roadside units (RSUs).

Our research focuses on analysing the presence of obsta-
cles in a real map where a VANET operates. In this work,
we aimed to design an algorithm able to detect obstacles
in a real map. This contribution seeks to further enhance
the overall results of our VANET simulations in order to be
more confident and trusted. In Fig. 1, we can see that Ve-
hicle A will not be able to receive any packet from vehicle
B due to the presence of the building. In most simulators,
if vehicle B is within the transmission range of vehicle A,
A can receive packets from vehicle B despite being in the
middle which avoids the transmission.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 presents a general view about mobility model generators
for VANETs. In section 3 we explain our proposal to de-
tect obstacles in cities. Section 4 shows the interface of our
program REVsim1.0. In section 5 we validate our proposal
and give threshold values for our parameters. In Section 6,
we summarize how to use our program REVsim1.0. Finally,
conclusion and future work are given in section 7.



Figure 2: Vehicular Ad hoc Network.

2. MOBILITY MODEL GENERATORS FOR
VANETS

Mobility model generators for VANETs are used to gener-
ate travel paths of vehicles in a vehicular scenario. In most
cases, the movement traces generated can be saved and im-
ported into a network simulator to study the performance
of VANET scenarios with the impact of specific movements
of the nodes that will determine the connectivity of the net-
work. It is essential to generate realistic movement traces in
order to obtain correct evaluations of VANET protocol. We
can find many mobility model generators, and we will focus
on two well known by the research community, VANETMO-
BISIM [5] and the C4R [6]. We will give a brief explanation
about each of them. For our proposal, we employed the
Citymob for Roadmaps (C4R) mobility generator able to
import maps directly from OpenStreetMap [8]. We decided
to use C4R because we wanted to use Barcelona real maps
taken from openstreetmaps (OSM) by C4R.

2.1 C4R
C4R simulator has been created in order to simulate more

realistic vehicular scenarios using real road maps from all
over the world. C4R is based on the OpenStreetMap tool [8]
to download the real road maps as well as SUMO [7] in order
to generate the vehicles and their movements within these
scenarios (real maps). Open-StreetMap (OSM) is a collab-
orative project creating a free editable map of the world,
which is being built largely from scratch, and released with
an open content license. In the other side, the Simulation
of Urban MObility (SUMO) is an open source, microscopic,
space-continuous traffic simulator created to manage large
road networks.

2.2 VANETMOBISIM
VanetMobiSim [5] focuses on vehicular mobility with re-

alistic automotive motion models at both macroscopic and
microscopic levels. The framework includes several mobil-
ity models, as well as analysers for geographic data sources
in various formats, and a visualization module. The set
of extensions provided by VanetMobiSim consists mainly of
the two following: a vehicular spatial model and a set of

Figure 3: Proposed scheme.

vehicular-oriented mobility models. Vehicular spatial model
is composed of spatial elements (such as traffic lights or
multi-lane roads), their attributes and the relationships link
these spatial elements in order to describe vehicular areas.
The spatial model is created from topological data obtained
in four different ways: user-defined, random, Geographic
Data Files (GDF) and based on the TIGER/line files from
the US Census Bureau [9].

As we can see, VanetMobiSim can offer many possibili-
ties and features to create realistic scenarios. In addition,
VanetMobiSim trace files can be imported into NS-2 [10],
GloMoSim [11] or QualNet network simulators [12].

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Here, we will describe our proposal algorithm explaining

all inputs and outputs of REVsim1.0.

3.1 Motivation
To trust the results of any performance evaluation of a new

proposal using a network simulator, a realistic environment
and parameters should be used. Buildings or any obstacles
present in a real map could attenuate or block the signal.
Due to this fact, it is extremely important to take into ac-
count obstacles that can actually be found in any real map.
Therefore, two nodes that belong to the same transmission
range will actually see each other depending on the pres-
ence of obstacles between them. Common traffic simulators
do not take into account this transcendent issue. These facts
lead us to design a program to detect if two nodes within the
same transmission range could actually interchange packets
or not in real life. REVsim1.0 is able to detect the presence
of buildings in the cities that are obstacles that avoid the
communication between two vehicles.

3.2 Program scheme
In Fig. 3, we illustrate the scheme used to develop REVsim1.0.

Below, we will explain in detail all the inputs files, the inputs
parameters as well as the outputs files.

3.3 Input files
The program has two input files:



Figure 4: Junction and lines.

• A (.net.xml) file that contains the output format pro-
vided by the C4R simulator having the transformed
coordinates of the map downloaded from Open Street
Maps [8].

• A (.tcl) file containing the output of any simulation
made with C4R. This file contains the information
about nodes, positions and their movements at each
moment during the simulation.

3.3.1 Map information - C4R output (.net.xml file)
From the file (.net.xml), we extract different kind of ob-

jects that define a map, such as a simple 2D point, or a
discrete line reaching a junction. We describe below impor-
tant parameters.

• 2D Point: 2D point is formed by Double type coordi-
nates (x,y).

• Line: A set of points.

• Road: A set of connected lines having a Junction in
both endings.

• Map: A set of connected roads.

These parameters or information about the map are ex-
tracted from (.net.xml) using java code and saved in arrays
in order to use them later in our proposal to detect obstacles.

3.3.2 Nodes positions and movements - C4R output
(.tcl file)

From the file (.tcl) we extract information related to the
simulation done by C4R. We mention below parameters ex-
tracted from the (.tcl) file.

• Number of nodes: Number of nodes that are used in
the simulation.

• Timestep: Is a fraction of time δt, normally 1 second.

• Position: Each node has its own position at each timestep.

• Velocity: It is the velocity of node when it moves from
one position to another.

Figure 5: Snapshot of the movements of the nodes.

Figure 5 is a snapshot at one timestep where blue points
represent vehicles.

Figure 4 shows a simple test at a given moment (timestep),
where the red point is the node (i.e the vehicle). The blue
line means that this node (red point) belongs to that road.
The green road means that any node which belongs to the
blue line can establish a communication with any node be-
longing to the green line.

3.4 Input Parameters
we define four parameters that can allow us to determine

if two nodes in the same transmission range can establish
a communication or not. These parameters are α, β, road
resolution and transmission range.

3.4.1 Alpha parameter
As it is depicted in Fig. 6, alpha parameter is defined

as the angle that relates two or more streets starting from
a unique junction. An obstacle is assumed to be between
those roads. The alpha parameter is used to determine till
which angle we can still consider that vehicles in line A can
still establish communication with vehicles in line B. In this
way, the visibility between two supposed vehicles is true or
false depending on the value of alpha, which is calculated
using eq. (1).

α = arccos
(

U·V
‖U‖·‖V ‖

)
(1)

where α is the angle between two vectors ~U and ~V , ‖ U ‖ is

the magnitude of vector ~U and (U ·V ) is the dot product of

two Euclidean Vectors ~U and ~V . A node in the street A can
establish communication with another node in the street B
if α < αt where αt is a threshold value for α.

3.4.2 Beta parameter
As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the beta parameter is defined

to establish the relationship between two or more lines that
are part of a road. In this way, we determine the grade of
curvature as we pass through to the following lines in the
same road. Also, β is used between the lines of two related
roads so that the relationship between roads becomes more
effective in case of two curve related roads. Notice that



Figure 6: Alpha Parameter.

Figure 7: Beta Parameter.

related roads means that any two nodes in these roads can
establish communication. Our algorithm begins analysing
the values of α as a first step and then β as a second step,
locating the points in the map using lines instead of roads.
So for each single point (node) in the map, its associated line
is determined. Mathematically, β is the sum of those partial
small betas. This sum implicitly defines the curvature of the
road. The parameter β is calculated as seen in eq. 2.

β = β0 + β1 + β2 + ...+ βN−1 (2)

Where N is the number of lines in a road.

3.4.3 Road Resolution
Every line of a road is sampled into discrete points that de-

scribes its corresponding line. This raises a challenge about
the needed processing time of the algorithm knowing that in-
creasing the number of samples means a considerable incre-
ment in the processing time. Keeping this issue in hands of
users is the best solution sicnce each user knows his/her com-
puter potential,so that depending on this potential he/she
can increase or decrease the value of the resolution parame-

Figure 8: Road Resolution.

ter.
As it can be seen in Fig. 8, we have 2 different values

of road resolution where one generates more samples than
the other, which increases the processing time although it
obtains a better precision. There is a trade-off between pro-
cessing time and precision so depending on each user’s pref-
erences, the road resolution value could be increased or de-
creased.

3.4.4 Transmission Range
Transmission range is used to decrease the processing time.

In order to find the node (vehicle) relationship with other
nodes in every time snapshot, the first condition to be evalu-
ated is the distance between them. After that, the algorithm
starts to work with those nodes which only passed that first
filter using the transmission range instead of considering all
nodes found in one snapshot.

3.5 Outputs files
As Fig. 3 shows, after we process all inputs using REVsim

1.0, we get two output files named as output1.txt and out-
put2.txt. The first one, output1.txt is a text file where in
each snapshot of time we get for every node its visible neigh-
bours. For example (Node 1, Timestep 1, [2,4,5]) means that
in Timestep 1 second, node 1 can establish communication
with nodes 2, 4 and 5.

The main problem of this first output file happens when
we want to know in a specific time if any two nodes are
visible or on the contrary, if an obstacle is found between
them. In that case, we must read from the beginning of
the file till we reach the information about these nodes of
interest. That is, we are not able to go and find directly
the answer in the file and as a conclusion, we are wasting
time each time we want to make this check. For this reason,
we generate another format of output file that help us to
go directly to the correct position of the answer without
checking each time all the file. This new format of the output
file is named output2.txt.

This second output of the program REVsim 1.0 consists
on text file with the specific format shown in Fig.9. The
first row of output2.txt equals DTN. D signals the beginning
of the file; T is the simulation time; and N is the number of



nodes. These specific header information will help us to de-
termine each value of the column (1 or 0) belonging to each
combination of two nodes in each time-stamp. Values of
b1,2,1, b1,2,2, ..., bN,N−1,T will be set to 0 or 1, where 0 means
that both nodes cannot see each other whereas 1 means that
they can. For example, b1,2,1 represents the relation between
sender node 1 and receiver node 2 in time-stamp 1 second.
If b1,2,1 = 0 means that node 2 cannot receive any packet
from node 1 in time-stamp 1 second. Conversely, if b1,2,1 = 1
means that it is possible that node 2 receives packets from
sender node 1 in time-stamp 1 second. We can notice that
b1,2,T is the last value of the actual relation between sender
1 and receiver 2 in the last timestep T (ie., the simulation
time). After b1,2,T , we begin with b2,3,1 and not b2,1,1 be-
cause the relation between nodes 2 and 1 in timestep 1 is
seen in the first line b1,2,1, so there is no need to repeat it
again.

Fig. 1 shows how nodes A and C can see each other,
therefore the value b associated to this combination must be
1. However, nodes A and B have an obstacle between them,
so they cannot establish a communication. For that reason,
the value b associated to this combination is 0.

If we want to know if any two nodes can communicate
between each other using algorithm 1 we can calculate the
position of the binary answer of the output file output2.txt
of REVsim1.0 and go directly to read the value. Algorithm
1 explains how we can reach the position where the answer is
found using simple information such as source, destination,
number of nodes, simulation time and the exact time-stamp
we want to check.

A simple example would be the following: The simulation
time is 10 seconds (T = 10) and there are 10 nodes (N =
10) and we want to see if in time-stamp 3 second node 3 can
receive packets from node 1. For that, we need to go to find
the value of b1,3,3. Using algorithm 1 we get the value 13
which means that we have to go directly to row 13 of the file
output2.txt to find the binary answer for this combination of
nodes. Depending on the binary the receiver node 3 will be
able to receive the packet b1,3,3 = 1 sent by node 1 or will
have to drop it b1,3,3 = 0 in that instant of time. In this way,
we save a lot of processing time which is important factor
when we are simulating.

4. INTERFACE
An interface has been created using java to provide all the

user inputs. In this way, any one can use the program with-
out any difficulties. The interface of our program is shown
in Fig. 10. It is important to mention that the simulation
time shown in the interface graph is set by the user and it is
extremely recommended to be the same value as the simu-
lation time used in C4R to generate the output tcl file. This
will ensure the correct execution of our program.

5. PROPOSALS VALIDATION
To validate our proposal, we must calculate the threshold

for the alpha, beta and road resolution parameter. Anyway,
we leave the option to users to modify each one of them
depending on their criteria. We could have included our
calculated threshold programmed in an implicity way but
we preferred to leave it as an input that users can change.
To carry out our validations, we used the mixed map of Fig.
11 that combines all the usual characteristics that can be

Algorithm 1 Calculating the position value of the
REVsim1.0 output file for (Source,Destination) in a specific
Time-stamp.

Require: Input data (Source, Destination, Simulation
time, Number of nodes, Time-stamp)

Require: i = 1, pos = 0
1: if Source < Destination then
2: tmp = Destination
3: Destination = Source
4: Source=tmp
5: end if
6: if Source = 1 then
7: Position =(Destination - Source - 1 ) * Simulation

time + Time-stamp
8: end if
9: while i < Source do

10: pos = pos + (Number of nodes -i) * Simulation time
11: Position = pos + (Destination - Source - 1) * Simu-

lation time + Time-stamp
12: i = i+1
13: end while

Figure 9: Output file.



Figure 10: Interface.

Figure 11: Mixed map of Barcelona city.

found in any map such as curves, highways and Manhattan-
style areas.

In Fig. 12(a), we took a snapshot of the scenario using
αt = 10. The red point describes the position of the vehicle
in a specific time-stamp while the blue road represents the
road to which this vehicle belongs. In this specific case the
threshold for alpha is 10 degrees and the real alpha between
segments A and B is 90 degrees. This means that this red
point (the vehicle) can change packets with any vehicle found
in the green roads F and G. These green roads F and G
are considered related to the blue A due to that the angle
between A-F and also between A-G is less than αt. On the
contrary, the red point (the vehicle) cannot send nor receive
packets from any vehicle found on road B, E, C and D since
all the angles ( ~A ] ~B), ( ~A ] ~E), ( ~A ] ~D) and ( ~A ] ~C) are
90 degrees, which is higher than αt.

In Fig. 12(b), we took a snapshot of the scenario using
αt = 100. In this case, we are making an error as we will
explain below. Between roads A and B, α = 90◦, then α <
αt meaning that the red point can send or receive packets
from any vehicle found in roads B, E, C and D where α = 90.
However, this is an error because between roads (A and B)
or (A and E) or (A and C) or (A and G) an obstacle is found.

Now, we take another piece of our mixed map where αt

will take the following values: 10, 20 and 60 degrees. (chequear
aqui) In Fig. 13(a), αt is 10 degrees. The red point repre-
sents the vehicle in a specific time-stamp, the blue road H
means that this red point belongs to this road and the green
roads G,A and E mean that any vehicle in road H can send
or receive packets with any vehicle found on roads G, A and
E. Notice that angle α between roads H and D is greater
than 10 degrees and therefore, any vehicle found in road D
cannot send or receive packet from or to any vehicle found
on road H due to the presence of an obstacle which is a true
situation. (hasta aqui)

In Fig. 13(b), αt is 20 degrees. Here, no changes happen
with respect to Fig. 13(a). In Fig. 13(c), αt is 60 degrees
and here we see our mistake due to that vehicles found in
roads D and B can send or receive packets to or from any
vehicle found on road H knowing that there is an obstacle
between roads H and D as well as between roads H and B.

Related to βt (β threshold), we took 2 pieces of our mixed
map, one is similar to a curve shape as in Fig. 14 and the
other is a kind of S-shaped curve which is shown in Fig. 15.
The reason to take these special curves is that if with these
kind of curves βt is calculated showing no or little errors in
detecting if two nodes in the same transmission range and
in the same road can actually see each other or not, thus
for any other simple curves with this βt no errors will be
committed.

As we go increasing beta, see Figs. 14(a), 14(b) and 14(c),
the visibility between the red point (vehicle) and any node
found in next lines, will decrease.

Taking another S-shape group of curves, shown in Figs.
15(a), 15(b) and 15(c), we see that as we go passing from
line to line in the road, β is coming higher rapidly due to
presence of such a sharp curve.

5.1 Alpha threshold
Making simulations with different values of αt as well as

taking into account different pieces of maps and taking many
snapshots in different timesteps, gives us the opportunity to
analyse all possible nodes in specific road that must see or



(a) αt = 10 degrees

(b) αt = 100 degress

Figure 12: αt values

not other nodes in other roads. In this way, for each αt tested
we can get a conclusion if using this specific threshold αt,
errors are seen or it has been a good threshold. After many
tests, taking αt as 20 degrees was considered as an optimal
value. Therefore, any angle less that 20 degrees between
roads A and B shown in figure 6 means that nodes found
on these roads can send and receive packets without any
problem.

5.2 Beta Threshold
As the value of beta is increasing, this means that we are

in a presence of a curve and the relationship between lines
in the same road will be modified depending on its value.
Making many tests, we noticed that βt = 60 was the optimal
value where almost no errors are committed with this value.
β depends on how long and how curved is the road.

5.3 Road Resolution
After making many tests varying the road resolution value,

we get that using Road resolution equal to one meter is a
good compromise between precision and processing time.

(a) Alpha 10 degrees (b) Alpha 20 degrees

(c) alpha 60 degrees

Figure 13: Alpha goes from 10 to 60 degrees

(a) Beta 40 degrees (b) Beta 50 degrees

(c) Beta 60 degrees

Figure 14: Beta goes from 40 to 60 degrees

5.4 Transmission Range
Here, we just put the value of transmission range that can

offer each vehicle. This value as we have explained before
will help us to make a pre-filter stage. This pre-filter stage
consists on exclude nodes that do not satisfy that the dis-
tance between these mentioned nodes and the target node
is greater than the transmission range and in this way we
have less nodes to analyse and as a consequence we gain a
lot in processing time.

6. HOW TO USE REVSIM 1.0
In order to use REVSIM1.0 you should follow the following

steps:



(a) Beta 40 degrees (b) Beta 50 degrees

(c) Beta 60 degrees

Figure 15: Beta goes from 40 to 60 degrees

1. Open C4R

(a) Select a map.

(b) Add vehicles randomly, specify a simulation model,
choose simulation time.

(c) Begin the simulation, C4R will give us (.tcl) file
and a (.net.xml) file.

2. Open REVsim1.0

3. Select the files (.tcl and .net.xml files), browsing them
from the outputs created by C4R.

4. Specify the simulation time ( must be the same as
C4R)

5. Specify the values of other parameters such as α, β,
road resolution and transmission range.

6. Click Run

7. when it finishes, an output file (.txt file) will be created
in the same file directory.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The importance of taking into account the presence of

obstacles in VANETs simulation has become an important
issue in order to get a trusted results. In this paper we
present a Program named REVSIM1.0 capable to analyse
the presence of obstacles in a real map in such a way that
in each instant of time we can check if two nodes in the
same transmission range can establish communication be-
tween them or not by checking the output file generated by
REVsim1.0. Our program depends on some parameters such
as α, β, road resolution and transmission range to take its
decision.

As a future work, the output file (output2.txt) generated
by REVsim 1.0 must be incorporated in the network simu-
lator NS2 [10], so each node, before receive a packet, a check
step is done to see if these two nodes can establish commu-
nication between each other in fact or not. Depending on
the check step, we receive or drop the packet. Obviously re-
sults in terms of packets delivered will be affected in such a

way that we will receive less packets taking into account our
consideration but in this way our results of any evaluation
will be more trusted.
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